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Train Titans brings puzzle solving, train track building action to iOS
Published on 02/17/12
Ontario based Sad Cat Software today announced the release of Train Titans for the iPhone,
iPad, and iPod touch. This unique puzzle game challenges users to create working railroad
tracks that get multiple trains to and from various cities without crashing, and guide
those trains to make sure they make the right turns along the way too! As gamers progress
the challenges increase, and players are liable to run into more trains to deal with, as
well as diverse level terrains to build around.
Ontario, Canada - Sad Cat Software, a burgeoning mobile application and game developer, is
excited to announce the launch of Train Titans for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. An
exciting new puzzle adventure, Train Titans challenges you to create working railroad
tracks that get multiple trains to and from various cities without crashing. But your job
isn't done once tracks are built! Players have to guide every train to make sure it
follows the right path, makes the right turns, and avoids trouble! The further you
progress, the more complex the logistics become, and the more challenging the terrain
features get. Get ready, because you'll be building whole train-ready cities complete with
buildings and more! Offering addicting puzzle action that's as engaging as it's graphics,
Train Titans is currently available for download in the Apple App Store for $0.99 in the
Puzzle Games category.
Train Titans blends problem solving puzzle action with many of the real-time gameplay
features of sim experiences! Players start each level with only beginning and end stations
for the trains they need to move, and its up to them to use the various track segments,
tools, and space at their disposal to make railway systems that connect everything
together. The fun doesn't stop once the building does though. Players need to man the
track, switching turns on and off, and more to navigate every train safely - no collisions
allowed or its game over! Train Titans includes 28 diverse and sequentially more
challenging levels spread across six equally unique terrain themes ranging from winter
forests, prairies, deserts and more! Best of all, as players continue to play their work
will help them build up whole interactive cities which includes 34 different in-game
buildings.
A highly polished mobile gaming experience to say the least, Train Titans includes 3
difficulty options for players to choose, as well as local and global high score
leaderboards to give gamers the chance to compete against themselves as well as the world
at large! Meanwhile, convenient auto-save options ensures that none of your hard fought
work ever goes to waste if you have to ext the game in a hurry. The app also features
full retina display support and a free form free-play mode with randomly generated maps
too. Simply put you're guaranteed to always find something new and interesting regardless
of how long you play. Get a hold of your inner train geek, it's time to get your conductor
hat on and go full speed ahead for some white knuckle puzzle action with Train Titans for
iOS!
Train Titans 1.01:
http://www.sadcatsoft.com/tt/main.php
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/train-titans/id482674726
Screenshot 1:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/068/Purple/65/4e/0a/mzl.olyioxav.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
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http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/114/Purple/00/69/0f/mzl.yxkulshv.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.sadcatsoft.com/tt/title.png

Sad Cat Software is an iPhone game development company located near Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. The studio's goal is to create fun and entertaining, as well as sophisticated and
interesting, games for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. (C) Sad Cat Software 2012. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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